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The neo-classical model of the capital market

I Everyone faces the same interest rate, adjusted for risk.
i.e. if there is a d% risk of default then (1− d)r (where r
is the gross interest rate) is a constant.

I The interest rate paid to depositors is equal to (1− d)r
less some small change for the cost of operating a bank.

I The expected marginal product of capital should be
equated to (1− d)r .
I For all firms

I What are the facts?



Fact 1: Big gap between borrowing and lending
rates

I Ghatak (1976) reports data on interest rates paid by
cultivators in India from the All India Rural Credit Survey
for the 1951-2 to 1961-2 period

I The average rate varies between a maximum of 18% (in
1959-60) and a minimum of about 15% (in 1961-62).

I In comparison, Ghatak reports that the bond rate in this
period was around 3% and the bank deposit rate was
probably about the same.

I In another study, Aleem (1990) of professional
moneylenders in a semi-urban setting in Pakistan in
1980-1981.
I The average interest rate charged by these lenders is

78.5%. The opportunity cost of capital to these
money-lenders was 32.5%.



Fact 2: Extreme variability within the
same sub-economy:

I Aleem (1990) reports that the standard deviation of the
interest rate was 38.14% (mean 78.5%).

I Ghate (1992) reports on a number of case studies from
all over Asia:
I In Thailand nterest rates were 2-3% per month in the

Central Plain but 5-7% in the north and north-east.
I Gill and Singh (1997) : a survey of 6 Punjab villages

I The mean rate for loans up to Rs 10,000 is 35.81% for
landowning households but 80.57% for landless laborers.

I Fafchamps’ (2000) study of informal trade credit in Kenya
and Zimbabwe reports an average monthly interest rate of
2.5% while the blacks pay 5% per month in both places.
I This is the rate for the dominant trading group (Indians

in Kenya, whites in Zimbabwe) is 2.5% month while the
blacks pay 5% per month in both places.



Fact 3: Low levels of default
I The “Summary Report on Informal Credit Markets in

India” attempts to decompose the observed interest rates
into their various components
I Finds that the default costs explain
I 14 per cent (not 14 percentage points!) of the total

interest costs for the Shroffs, a
I round 7% for auto-financiers in Namakkal and handloom

financiers in Bangalore and Karur,
I 4% for Finance Companies,
I 3% for hire-purchase companies
I Essentially nothing for the Nidhis.

I The same study reports that in four case studies of
money-lenders in rural India they found default rates
explained about 23% of the observed interest rate.

I Aleem gives default rates for each individual lender.
I The median default rate is between 1.5 and 2% and the

maximum of 10%.



Fact 4: Ex ante competition

I Large numbers of lenders in any sub-market
I Aleem (1989) shows that lenders do not earn excess

profits on average
I The “Summary Report on Informal Credit Markets in

India” (Dasgupta, 1989) claims that only a small part of
the interest rate is explained by profits.

I Ghate (1992) echoes the same conclusion.



Fact 5: Credit is for production and trade
finance

I Ghatak (1976) concludes on the basis of his study that
“the existing belief about the unproductive use of loans by
Indian cultivators ... has not been substantiated.”

I SRICMI reports that:
I hire-purchase financiers (interest rates between

28%-41%), handloom financiers (44%-68%), Shroffs
(18%-21%) and Finance Corporations (24%-48% for
longer term loans and more than 48% on loans of less
than a year) focus almost exclusively on financing trade
and industry



Fact 6: Lenders favor the rich
I Ghatak (1976) correlates asset category with

borrowing/debt in the All India Rural Credit Survey data
and finds a strong positive relationship.

I SRICMI:
I Landless laborers paid much higher rates (ranging from

28-125%) than cultivators (who paid between 21 and
40%).

I The average interest rate declines with loan size (from a
maximum of 44% to a minimum of 24%).

I The second poorest group (those with assets in the range
Rs 5,000-10,000) pays the highest average rate (120%)
and the richest (those with more than Rs 100,000) pay
the lowest rate (24%).

I Gill and Singh (1997) show:
I Richer people get bigger loans at cheaper rates
I Bigger loans have lower interest rate after controlling

wealth of borrower



QUESTIONS



A simple model of the credit market

I Loan repayment is imperfectly enforceable.
I Suppose k dollars invested yields a gross return F (k) and

that the gross interest rate is r . A borrower who has a
wealth of w and invests k will need to borrow k − w . He
is supposed to repay (k − w)r at the end of the period.

I But by expending some resources, which we assume to be
proportional to the size of the investment, he can avoid
repayment altogether. We denote the constant of
proportionality by η and assume that it is less than the
cost of capital, ρ.



Credit limits

I Lenders will only provide finance up to the point where
the borrower has the incentive to repay: this requires
F (k)− r(k − w) ≥ F (k)− ηk which gives us:

k

w
=

r

r − η
≡ λ(r , η).

I Firms are credit rationed. They cannot borrow as much
as they want.

I The amount you can borrow is increasing in your wealth
and your η but decreasing in the interest rate.

I The interest rate is equal to the cost of capital. It
obviously does not vary across borrowers.

I This is a handy model but does not fit the facts.



Extending the model: 1

I It is natural to assume that the lender needs to spend
resources in order to make the borrower want to repay. In
other words, η = 0 unless the lender spends some
resources.

I First let monitoring cost be linear in the amount
borrowed: φ(k − w).

I In this case

r(k − w) = ρ(k − w) + φ(k − w)

r = ρ+ φ

I r will only vary to the extent that φ or ρ varies.



Extending the model
I Let the monitoring cost be a fixed cost φ
I Then the lender’s zero profit condition is

r(k − w) = ρ(k − w) + φ

I In the model without default, the borrower’s IC constraint
is now given by

r(k − w) = ηk

which together give us

ρ(k − w) + φ = ηk

I We can rewrite this in the form k = ρw−φ
ρ−η . What if

ρw < φ?Is this necessarily more than w?
I This implies that

r = ρ+
φ(ρ− η)

ηw − φ

I Multiplier property.



Implications of the model

I Can explain a large wedge between the cost of capital and
the interest rate and by implication a very high
monitoring cost.

I The interest rate can be very sensitive to the cost of
capital and the monitoring cost, if 1-φ is small

I The interest rate will be especially sensitive where the
interest rate is high relative to the cost of capital

I However we do not explain equilibrium default.



QUESTIONS



Understanding the mechanisms behind credit
constraints

I It is no longer controversial that credit markets are
imperfect.

I The question is to understand the exact technology of
lending, since policy implications depend on our
understanding of this technology.

I The usual explanation is based on borrower misbehavior
I Ex post moral hazard (as in our model)
I Ex ante moral hazard
I Adverse Selection



Testing causal channeIs: Moral hazard and adverse
selection (Karlan-Zinman)

I Experimental approach to identifying distortions in the
credit market:

I 58000 thousand "good" clients of a South African bank:
invited by mail to get a new loan.



The question

I Three interest rate effects:
I Adverse selection
I Repayment burden
I Moral hazard
I A design to separate them (Fig 1)
I Different offer rates
I Different contract rates
I Different length of potential contract
I Size of experimental variation



Design



Results



Interpretations

I No significant adverse selection (but there for women)
I Some evidence of moral hazard effect for men
I Why is the effect so weak?

I Conservative choice of the original lending amount?
I Why is the future interest rate effect stronger?

I Not very strong support for adverse selection at all. Some
support for moral hazard.
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QUESTIONS



What else could it be: The Banking Channel for
Credit Constraints

I While small lenders lend their own money, larger lenders
(call them banks) take money from depositors and relend
them.

I This creates incentive problems, especially since the
depositors want full safety (this is also why banks have
very low cost of capital)

I Banks are therefore heavily regulated and penalized for
defaults on their lending by the regulator

I However banks do not directly control their lending and
collecting which is done by "loan officers" whose
incentives are not always aligned with the banks

I And some of them are corrupt and would love to lend to
their friends and family and allow them to default

I Loan officers often have to decide on amounts that are
many times their salaries

I Which makes it very hard to give them positive incentives
I As a result banks rely heavily on negative

incentives–limits on decision powers, heavy penalties for
default on loans granted by the officer



Implications of this view
I Loan officers will tend to be very risk averse–they are

exposed to the down side
I "Lazy banking"

I Follow the rules very carefully (not use soft information)
I Avoid lending to new people/new projects
I Avoid taking decisions (by relying on the decisions made

previous loan officers)
I However when a loan goes bad they may want to pretend

that it did not happen by giving the firm a bigger loan to
pay back the previous one
I At least postpones the problem of reporting a default

and with some luck, it may go away or become someone
else’s problem

I Corruption makes it even more tempting
I "Evergreening"
I Misallocation of capital (defaulters tend to be worse than

average investors).



Evidence of lazy banking

I Data from a single bank about lending decisions
I Very rigid
I Seemingly uncorrelated with anything







Direct evidence for agency problems in banks
(from Hertzberg, Liberti and Paravasini, 2007)

I Think of a loan that was bailed out (or given a bigger
loan that was not warranted)

I Which is then scheduled to be but transferred to another
loan officer

I Also assume that in order to justify to get that big loan
the firm must be rated highly.

I So the undeserving firms need to be rated highly when
they get that loan



However
I The loan officer who takes over observes the history of

what happened and can infer the borrower’s likely type.
I He has no reason to give a big loan to those undeserving

firms. He will want to cut the loan that they are getting
I He will surely down-grade them in terms of their rating.
I Anticipating this discrepancy, the first loan officer will

start down-grading them from before he has to hand it
over

I And the ratings given at that time will be much better at
predicting borrower performance than they were when the
loan was given

I This is the prediction they test using Argentine bank data
I In this bank loans are supposed to get transferred every 3

years.
I They find that ratings crash at the end of that period and

their predictive power rises.
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Figure 1. Loan officer–firm relationship termination hazard rate. The horizontal axis
measures time since the beginning of a loan officer–firm relationship. The plot represents the
smoothed conditional hazard rate of relationship termination. Relationships shorter than 48
months are reported (December 1997 to December 2001).

their management. The main identification problem involves distinguishing
changes in an officer’s reporting behavior that are due to rotation from those due
to variation in a firm’s creditworthiness. A second identification problem stems
from our interest in measuring reporting behavior changes in anticipation of
rotation. Identification thus requires variation in rotation that is uncorrelated
with firm creditworthiness, and whose timing is predictable both by officers
and the econometrician.

Figure 1 shows that The Bank’s internal rules provide such a source of
variation. The 3-year rotation policy induces an increase in the unconditional
probability of rotation between months 34 to 36 of a loan officer–firm relation-
ship. The monthly hazard rate of rotation is below 5% throughout the first 33
months of a relationship, and above 15% during the last 3 months of the third
year. Conditional on reaching 34 months, a relationship is terminated with a
58% probability within the next 3 months. The hazard rate then drops by half
after a relationship’s 36th month.

The timing of the increase in the unconditional probability of rotation in-
duced by the rule is entirely driven by the date the relationship is initiated.
It is thus plausible that the timing of rotation is unrelated to time-varying
firm characteristics. We corroborate this in the Internet Appendix, where we
show that conditional on a relationship reaching 33 months, the probability
of rotation during the following 3 months cannot be explained by observable
firm or loan officer characteristics. We show additional evidence in the results
section that rotation during the end of the third year is unrelated to rating
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I Constructed by regressing probability of default on risk
rating, controlling for external risk rating812 The Journal of Finance R©

Figure 2. Predictive power of internal ratings by quarter-to-rotation. The graphs plot the
point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients on internal risk ratings interacted
with quarter-to-rotation, obtained from the estimation of the probit model of default in specification
equation (1). Panel 2a plots the estimates using the full sample and Panel 2b plots the estimates
using the subsample of loan officer–firm relationships that is not rotated during a relationship’s
third year.

The point estimates indicate that the decline is also economically important.
The difference in the probabilities of default between firms with a rating of
1 and firms with a rating of 2 decreases from 20 percentage points at eight
quarters-to-rotation (the end of the first year of the loan officer–firm relation-
ship) to zero at four quarters prior to rotation (end of the second year). The
decline represents more than two-thirds of the average difference in default
rates between firms with a 1 rating and a 2 rating (27 percentage points, see
Table I). The ability of internal risk ratings to discriminate between firms with
high and low default probabilities decreases substantially between the first
and second year of a loan officer–firm relationship.

The second period in the graph begins at four quarters-to-rotation, when
the declining trend in rating informativeness reverses. Pairwise comparisons
of the point estimates indicate that βqR increases significantly during the last
year of the relationship, reaching a peak around the rule-induced high rotation
quarter. During the third year of a loan officer–firm relationship, the difference
between the default probability of firms with a rating of 1 and those with a
rating of 2 increases by 28 percentage points.

The findings suggest that imminent rotation induces loan officers to produce
more informative reports about a firm’s creditworthiness. The empirical speci-
fication, which controls for the external ratings assigned to the same firms by
other banks, insures that the observed change is due to a change in the report-
ing behavior of the loan officer and not firm-level shocks. At the end of this
section, we verify that the observed pattern is not driven by changes in firm
default rates or creditworthiness, or the timing of loan terminations. Also, the
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Figure 3. Average internal risk ratings by quarter-to-rotation. The graphs plot the point
estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients on quarter-to-rotation, in a regression
with internal risk ratings as the left-hand-side variable (specification equation (2)). Panel 2a plots
the estimates using the full sample and Panel 2b plots the estimates using the subsample of loan
officer–firm relationships that is not rotated during a relationship’s third year.

C. Bias in Ratings

We now show that the documented change in rating informativeness comes
from suppressing bad news. Using specification (2), we measure how average
risk ratings change with qR. The point estimates and 95% confidence intervals
of the average ratings are plotted in Figure 3a. Three periods can be identified
in the plot. In the first, for qR between −6 and −8, average risk ratings are
declining. Pairwise comparisons of the estimated averages indicate that the
differences between consecutive quarters are statistically significant at the
1% level. This result implies that firms are upgraded, on average, relative to
the external rating. It also implies that the decline in rating informativeness
documented in the previous section is due to a systematic misclassification of
high default probability firms with low risk ratings. Risk ratings build up an
optimistic bias during the first 2 years of the officer–firm relationship, in the
sense that ratings systematically under-predict default.

The second period begins at qR = −4, when average risk ratings increase
sharply. Pairwise comparisons of consecutive quarters indicate that the aver-
age risk ratings increase between qR = −4 and qR = −2 at the 1% confidence
level. The point estimates increase by around 0.12 during the year before the
high rotation quarter (between qR = −4 and qR = −1). Given that the standard
deviation of ratings is 1.1, this implies that rotation induces downgrades to
13% of the firms toward the end of the third year of a relationship (assum-
ing one-integer downgrades). This pattern indicates that on average firms are
downgraded during the third year of the relationship, as the informativeness
of ratings increases. This implies that the optimistic bias built up in ratings
during the first 2 years of the relationship reverses during the third year, as
high default probability firms are correctly classified with high risk ratings.
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Table VII
The Effect of Firm Downgrade Events on the Loan Officer’s Assets under Management (Reduced Form)

This table estimates the effect of reputation events on measures of the assets under management of a loan officer using specification (5):

ln (Ajt) = θ1[# DGPRE jt−6] + θ2[# DGPOST jt−6] + θ3[#DGSUCC jt−6] + γ Xjt + α j + αt + υ jt.

The left-hand-side variable is the log of a measure of assets under management of loan officer j at time t (number of firms and total amount of debt).
#DGPRE, #DGPRE 12, and #DGPOST count the number of times up to time t that loan officer j has downgraded a firm during the 6 months before, 7
to 12 months before, and 6 months after a high rotation quarter. #DGSUCC counts the number of times a firm under the management of loan officer
j before the high rotation quarter is downgraded during the 6 months after the high rotation quarter. It is based on the same events as #DGPOST,
but it imputes the events to the loan officer managing the firm before the high rotation quarter. Two additional controls are used in specifications 2–4
and 6–8: number of High Rotation Quarters where no downgrade occurred (controls for the mechanical effect on the reputation counts that results
when an officer handles a larger portfolio and the fact that rotations that are not followed by a downgrade lead The Bank to improve its assessment
of the loan officer), and the weighted average risk rating assigned to the firms under management of loan officer j by all other banks (accounts for
time varying firm characteristics in the officer’s portfolio that may affect future assets under management). All specifications include loan officer fixed
effects and month dummies. Standard errors (in parentheses) are heteroskedasticity-robust and clustered at the loan officer level. ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ denote
statistical significance at the 5% and 1% level.

No. of Firms Debt

Dependent Variable (logs) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

No. of events pre–high rotation quarter loan officer −0.104∗∗∗ −0.145∗∗∗ −0.135∗∗∗ −0.170 −0.184∗∗ −0.173∗∗
downgrades firm 1–6 months prior (#DGPRE) (0.036) (0.023) (0.028) (0.108) (0.073) (0.060)

No. of events pre–high rotation quarter loan officer −0.079∗∗ −0.078
downgrades firm 7–12 months prior (#DGPRE 12) (0.037) (0.069)

No. of events post–high rotation quarter loan officer 0.083 −0.038 −0.056 −0.040 0.171 0.294 0.293 0.141
downgrades firm 1 –6 months after (#DGPOST) (0.127) (0.083) (0.105) (0.099) (0.289) (0.277) (0.281) (0.499)

No. of events pre–high rotation quarter loan officer’s firm −0.466∗∗∗ −0.330∗∗∗ −0.355∗∗∗ −0.310∗∗∗ −0.701∗∗∗ −0.681∗∗∗ −0.728∗∗∗ −0.592∗∗∗
downgraded post–high rotation quarter (#DGSUCC) (0.074) (0.071) (0.090) (0.075) (0.176) (0.142) (0.114) (0.154)

#DGPRE × (dummy = l if loan officer in 0.085 0.104
highest age quartile) (0.138) (0.261)

#DGPOST × (dummy = l if loan officer in −0.058 0.254
highest age quartile) (0.122) (0.488)

#DGSUCC × (dummy = l if loan officer in 0.241∗∗∗ 0.653∗∗∗
highest age quartile) (0.141) (0.243)

(continued)



QUESTIONS



Are bank clients credit-constrained? (Based on
Banerjee-Duflo (2014))

I Access to banks is often used as a measure of financial
development

I Only relatively privileged firms have access to bank credit.
I However as we have already seen, there are good reasons

why bank clients may not get as much credit as they
want from the bank

I This does not mean that they are credit constrained: they
might get the extra credit they want elsewhere.



An empirical approach to credit constraints
I How do we know whether a firm is credit constrained?
I We need to know its marginal product of capital, but how

can we estimate the production function?
I A natural experiment approach
I Indian banks, both private and public, are required to lend

40% of their portfolio to the priority sector.
I In January 1998 firms India with fixed capital between Rs.

6.5 million and Rs. 30 million became eligible for
(possibly subsidized) priority sector credit from banks.
Firms below Rs.6.5 million were already eligible.

I In early 2000, the limit was lowered back to Rs. 10
million.

I We study the impact of newly becoming eligible/ineligible
for subsidized credit on the growth rate of borrowing,
sales and profits using firm level data that we collected
from a single bank.



Some useful concepts

I It is useful to distinguish between credit rationing and
credit constraints

I Consider a firm that faces a series of interest rates
r(1) < r(2), ..... < r(N). Let the corresponding amounts
of borrowing be kt1), k(2), ......k(N).

I Suppose k(r) : f ′(k) = r where
f (k)isthefirm′sproductionfunction.

I If
∑

i = 1n < k(r(n)) then the firm is credit rationed
I If

∑
i = 1N < k(r(N)) then the firm is credit constrained.



Theoretical challenge

I The fact that firm absorbs more subsidized credit does
not mean that it is credit constrained. It could just be
credit rationed.

I To be credit constrained you should be willing to borrow
more at the interest rate you pay on the marginal dollar
you borrow (not necessarily the subsidized rate, which
may be infra-marginal).

I Unconstrained firms will use subsidized credit to pay
down their existing debt:

I they only expand production once they only have
subsidized debt.

I their production(sales) will grow slower than their credit.
I Constrained firms will use subsidized credit to expand

sales.



Possible pitfalls of this strategy?

I What if there is a minimum borrowing constraint?
I What if the firm was at the margin of shutting down?
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Estimation
I We will mainly estimate

yit − yit−1 = αyBIGi + βyPOSTt

+γyBIGi ∗ POSTt + εyit ,

for y = logcredit, logrevenue, logprofits, etc; BIG
represents newly eligible firms; the dummy POST
represents the post January 1998 period or the post
January 2000 period.

I We will also estimate the effect of credit on sales or
profits by instrumenting credit by BIG ∗ POST

I BIG ∗ POST is uncorrelated with the probability of an
enhancement in the loan size.

I Strongly correlated with loan size conditional on there
being an enhancement.

I Because it is uncorrelated with the probability of
enhancement, we can focus on the firms that got an
enhancement



Results
I The OLS effect of growth in credit on growth in revenues

is essentially zero. Why might this be?
I What do we learn from using the policy shock? Who

would be the compliers in our theory?
I Credit to BIG firms grows faster in the POST period
I No change in the interest rate
I Firms appear to be credit constrained–sales grows almost

as fast as credit suggesting that they are not using
subsidized credit to pay off market borrowings
(substitution).

I Sales grows at about the same rate at firms that have no
market borrowing and at firms with some market
borrowing, confirming that there is no substitution.

I Profit has an elasticity of 1.8, implying that an extra
rupee of credit increased profits net of interest by almost
1.4 rupees.



Results



Results



Conclusion

I Firms are clearly severely credit constrained.
I There is clearly a large wedge between the rates paid to

savers and the marginal product of capital
I Marginal product is very high (possibly over 100%) for

the set of compliers.
I This does not directly tell us about whether the marginal

product is equalized in all uses.
I However it does suggest that people who have wealth

would rather invest it than put in the bank, even if the
investment is not the most productive.



QUESTIONS


